Refrigerants

Solstice® yf (R-1234yf)
Service Can

Smaller, More
Convenient
Package Size
for Professional
Technicians

Solstice® yf Service Cans
The Refrigerant You Need, When You Need It
Solstice® yf, also known as R-1234yf, is the new standard refrigerant being adopted by automakers around the world.
Now you can service the A/C systems in those cars easier than ever with new smaller, more convenient Solstice yf service cans.

Easy as 1-2-3-4
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2

Connect to the system using a
Manifold Gauge Set specifically
designed for R1234yf*

3

Use a R1234yf Can Tap with
depressor to open the self
sealing valve on the can*

4

Charge the R1234yf system
using the same safe practices
you use for R134a systems

Refer to the AC sticker under the
hood to find the refrigerant and
recommended charge size
*
Ask your retailer for a R-1234yf can tap,
and use equipment that meets the SAE J
standards for R-1234yf

See Solstice yf
In Action
For more about Solstice
yf service cans or service
procedures, check out
our training videos at
www.1234yftraining.com
or by scanning the
QR code below.

Solstice yf Is The Trusted Choice

• As safe and easy to use as R-134a

As more governments worldwide adopt

• Ultra-low GWP of less than 1

environmental regulations calling for the
phaseout of R-134a due to its high globalwarming-potential (GWP), Solstice yf has
become the refrigerant standard for air
conditioning and will continue to lead well

• The new auto A/C standard
• Service can already meets
the EPA’s self-sealing valve
requirement that begins in 20181

into the future.

Convenient Solstice yf 4-packs are available at
thousands of auto aftermarket retailers nationwide.
REGULATORY UPDATE: Section 608 and 609 of the Clean Air Act as of 1/1/2018
1

www.epa.gov/section608/
revised-section-608-refrigerantmanagement-regulations

Related to Certification for purchase

Applying to all cans manufactured less than 2 pounds

<2lbs.

>2lbs.

R-134a

No Cert Required

Cert Required

R-134a

Required

Not Allowed

R-1234yf

No Cert Required

Cert Required

R-1234yf

Required

Not Allowed

Learn More
For more information about Solstice yf
and Honeywell’s refrigerant lineup, please
contact your Honeywell representative or
visit www.honeywell-refrigerants.com.

Self Sealing

Although Honeywell International Inc. believes that the information contained herein is accurate and reliable, it is presented without
guarantee or responsibility of any kind and does not constitute any representation or warranty of Honeywell International Inc., either
expressed or implied. A number of factors may affect the performance of any products used in conjunction with user’s materials, such as
other raw materials, application, formulation, environmental factors and manufacturing conditions among others, all of which must be taken
into account by the user in producing or using the products. The user should not assume that all necessary data for the proper evaluation
of these products are contained herein. Information provided herein does not relieve the user from the responsibility of carrying out its own
tests and experiments, and the user assumes all risks and liabilities (including, but not limited to, risks relating to results, patent infringement,
regulatory compliance and health, safety and environment) related to the use of the products and/or information contained herein.

Honeywell Fluorine Products
115 Tabor Road
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
1-800-631-8138

Puncture Seal
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